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Policy Purpose
The Summer Village of Silver Sands requires that the number of waste carts per property be regulated to
ensure each lot has adequate and fair waste removal and to ensure the Summer Village is within its annual
approved budget for waste collection and removal.
Residents have requested additional waste carts from the Municipality.
Policy Statement
Each titled residential lot will be provided the following:
• 1 – 96-gallon waste cart
Policy Notes
A consolidated lot (vacant/improved, vacant/vacant, improved/improved) is considered to be one titled
lot and will be provided one waste cart per the above policy statement.
Lots that are to be consolidated and that have two waste carts will have one waste cart retrieved by the
contractor at the request of the municipality once the municipality has received the land title for the newly
consolidated lot. If the waste contractor is unable to retrieve one waste cart, the waste contractor will
invoice the municipality and the municipality will invoice the property and any unpaid invoice after 60
days will be transferred to the tax roll. Additionally, the waste removal contractor will be instructed by
the Summer Village to remove waste from only one waste cart at said lot.
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Policy Purpose
The Summer Village will not allow additional waste carts per lot for the following reasons:
1. The cost of each waste cart is $130.00.
2. The Summer Village would be charged additional monthly fees for each additional cart.
3. Tippage fees would be charged on additional waste at the landfill.
4. The additional waste costs would have to be paid by each resident through the annual taxes.
5. The Summer Village does not budget for the cost of additional carts or for the cost of additional
waste removal and tippage fees.
Policy Exceptions
Residents may enter into a private agreement with the Waste Services Contractor to purchase/lease an
additional waste cart for their property. The resident will be responsible to the waste contractor for the
cost of the cart as well as for the cost of regular waste removal and waste tippage fees. The waste
contractor will be responsible for the invoicing and collection of payment through their private agreement
with the resident.
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